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1. Introduction
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Serious or lethaJ injuries that may result from the exposure (denru-
tions axe provided either below or in Appendix A) of animals or human
beings to ionizing radiations can be divided into two distinctly different
categories, on the basis of whether the injury results only from im-
pairment or failure of an entire vital organ, or can stem from non-
lethal alteration or impairment of the function of a single cell. These
two categories of injury are termed here organ effects, normally
induced by non-stochastic processes, and single cell effects, normally
induced by stochastic processes. This fundamental distinction under-
lies much of the basis for such common and contrasting categorization
as: multicellular vs. single cell effects; non-linear vs. linear response, or
kinetics; non-stochastic (non-random) vs. stochastic effects [1]; the
certainty of an effect of some degree of severity in a treated or "dosed"
individual, vs. the risk of an all-or-none effect in the exposed individual;
threshold vs. non-threshold effects; cumulative vs. non-cumulative
effects; and high-level radiation (HLR)-, vs. low-level radiation (LLR)
exposure', or effects.

1 LLR exposure is exposure in a weak radiation field such that single
hit or linear kinetics apply (i.e., essentially ail single eel), all-or-none
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An organ or mullicellulnr effect is due to functional failure of the
organ [2], which results from injury and/or death to many cells, ana
usually a large fraction of the population ol functional cells that
constitute the organ. Thus organ failure is seen only above a large
tissue dose threshold achievable only with HLR exposure. Serious all-
or-none organ effects include: early severe illness; the acute radiation
syndromes; death; severe skin damage; organ failure; cataracts of the
eye; sterility. The analogue of an "organ all-or-none effect" for cells in
a maintenance or culture medium is "death" of the entire population
or culture of a given size (e.g., <5% of cells can proliferate).

For such organ effects, injury is more severe with increasing amounts
of absorbed energy. Thus there is justification for expressing the
amount of radiation insult to the tissue in terms of the average energy
concentration in all or some part of the relevant organ. The tissue dose
equal to the average dose to th^ cells of the tissue, is thus used, against
which the extent of cell population depletion or survival, or the
probability of organ failure and of consequent all-or-none effects can
be plotted. The latter curve has the well-known S-shape of an organ
response vs. dose function, with a clear-cut dose threshold, commonly
seen in pharmacology and medicine. A similar curve would be obtained
if the probability of "death" of the irradiated cell cultures were plotted
against the tissue dose.

Single cell all-or-none effects are those seen in or derived from a
single radiogenically-altered cell. They are seen with HLR, and are the
only effects that can be caused by LLR. Of the various all-or-none
single cell effects only two, namely cancers which are initiated by a
malignant transformation in a single-eel] (see Section 10 below), and
genetic defects in the progeny of an irradiated individual, are known
to be serious in animals including human beings.

For single cell effects, it is the individual cell that is of major import.
It is not normally possible, however, to administer, or "give" deliber-
ately a "single hit" cell dose to any particular cell. Rather, such cell
doses normally are delivered only by stochastic processes, when the
cells are placed (exposed) in a charged particle field. For any given
tissue dose D, no matter how small, there is a chance of a stochastic
encounter involving a charged particle and a cell(s).

Such stochastic encounters always result in a wide spectrum of

effects are the result of a single hit). The exposure must involve either
single small amounts of radiation (< about 10 rads), or similar small
increments spaced in time so as to permit essentially complete repair
of subeffect cellular injury, and to avoid stem cell depletion.
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possible sizes of (single) "hits" on, microdosimeiric "events" in, and
cell doses delivered to, the critical effective target volume of the cell
(shortened to the eeU "critical volume" or CV). In microdosimetric
terms, the size of this hit, or event, may be measured as the specific
energy z in rads. Such an event can also be viewed as the "critical or
determining dose to the cell", in rads (shortened to the "ceLl dose").
Thus single hits or events are used here interchangeably with single
cell doses.

Under the above circumstances, it is necessary to evaluate the
product, approximating an integral, of three distinct, sequentially-
conditional prob ilities: 1) that a cell will be dosed at all; 2) that the
size of the cell uose z will lie in one of a set of cell-dose size intervals
which cover the z-spectrum: and 3) the probability that a dose in that
interval will cause the single-cell, all-or-none effect. This calculation
gives the desired expected incidence, IE, of the all-or-none effect for
the given absorbed dose D, which equals the probability that a given
cell will manifest the all-or-none effect.

Additional probabilities, not dealt with in this paper, are 4) the
fraction of affected but surviving cells (in an organism that will be able
to proliferate and express the cellular change as a gross multi-cellular
entity, i.e., as a cancer, or as a descendent with a genetic defect); and
5) perhaps additional factors, particularly as related to probability 3
above (e.g., involving stages in the cell cycle; temporal factors; and
non-uniform irradiation of the cell population).

The purpose of this paper is to elaborate on the "stochastic ap-
proach" to cellular radiation biology outlined above. "Stochastic func-
tions" are developed, which are shown to describe well the responses
actually observed in exposed cell populations. It is shown that the
approach sheds a different light on the concepts of linear energy
transfer (LET) and of relative biological effectiveness (RBE), and that
it provides an explanation for several apparently anomalous findings
in cellular radiobiology (e.g., a "linear, no-threshold response"; and the
RBE increasing with LET and then declining). Earlier thoughts on
the stochastic approach have been presented [3-7]. Although the
concepts, expressions and interpretations are different from those of
Rossi and colleagues [8-12], the approach described depends on their
pioneering microdosimetric work.

The verb "expose" refers here to a ceil located in a charged particle
field, of strength measured by average charged particle fluence rate,
<j>/ (particles per unit area per unit time). Hence the meaning of an
"exposure" as used here is_not_that defined by the ICRU [13]. Rather,
an exposure is a specific interval of time, AZ, spent in a given radiation
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field of charged particles. The amount of radiation involved in nn
exnosure is then the product of the exposure and the average charged
particle fluence rate, or the fluence <!>/, (i.e., <!>;•£/ = <!>/). Since the
tissue (absorbed) doseZPisa constant times <!>/, the amount of radiation
can also be expressed in terms of D (see Sections 3, 5, and 8).

This presentation is limited to low-level radiation exposure (LLR),
unless otherwise indicated. The reasons are, 1) only with single hit
kinetics does the average number of cell doses per cell in the exposed
population essentially equal the number of cells dosed, 2) in excluding
multihit all-or-none effects, the functions developed are essentially
independent of the time rate at which the ("instantaneously" depos-
ited) cell doses are laid down, and of considerations of repair of sub-
effect injury and 3) it makes little or no difference with LLR if the
incidence of single cell effects is expressed in terms of exposed or
surviving cells.

2. Methods and Outline of the Stochastic Approach
The critical effective target volume of the cell, or cell CV, is simu-

lated by the use of a spherical proportional counter filled with tissue
equivalent gas and operated under reduced pressure, so that the
stopping power across the diameter of the chamber is the same as that
for the cell CV. The cross section of the spherical counter corresponds
to the effective cross section of the cell CV of interest, calculated by
the method given in Section 6 below. The simulation involves scaling
such that, for each relatively rare event that might in principle be
counted in a CV of actual dimensions exposed in a given radiation
field, a large number of events would actually be counted in the scaled
up, physically-simulated CV exposed in the identical radiation field.

By means of this "CV phantom" the scaled-down number of sto-
chastically-delivered, charged particle-induced single "events"/CV is
obtained, for a given fluence. This number of events or hits/CV,
termed /i#, is equal to the expected incidence2 of dosed cells in a
population of exposed cells, or to the chance of a cell CV sustaining a
hit (e.g., 10~2 events, or dosed cells/cell at risk, an incidence of 1 in 100
of dosed cells, and a 1 in 100 chance that a single cell will be dosed).

The quantity /x« is also a measure of the amount of radiation for a

2 This is an approximation based on the assumption that only a very
small fraction of CV's is hit. The degree of approximation can be
calculated using Poisson probabilities.
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g:ven exposure, easily convertible to the amount expressed as either
the tissue (absorbed) dose D, in rads, or the charged particle fluence,
<!»/ (i.e., D = fi//-z, and <!>/ = fi/i/ar, where z is the average specific
energy or dose to the cell CV, defined as the cross section of the CV).
In discussions below, the amount of radiation is usually expressed in
terms of the tissue (absorbed) dose in rads because the radiobiological
results used are expressed in terms of that quantity. Discussion of
which measures, quantities and units are most appropriate is provided
in Sections 5 and 12. In the process of estimating \LH one also obtains
the "z spectrum" of events [8, 12], or cell dose sizes. The estimation of
the cell dose-cell response function (curve C, Fig. 1), essential to the
stochastic approach, is given in Section 4 below. The calculation of the
expected incidence of a single cell effect, IE, from information of the
kind outlined above, is given in mathematical detail in Section 3. The
broad outlines of that calculation are given below:

In panel a of Fig. 1 are shown microdosimetric "z spectra" in
schematic form, for high-LET (curves B) and low-LET (curves A)
radiations. The area under each of these curves equals the p.H for the
associated tissue dose, and the spectra themselves indicate the number
of cell doses, v, per unit cell dose, as a function of cell dose size, z.
Curve C in panel b is the cell dose-cell response curve. Multiplication
of these distributions by the curve C in panel b yields the distributions
seen in panels c (for low-LET radiation) and d (for high-LET radia-
tion). The areas under the curves in panel c or d thus represent the
expected incidences IE, for the ppropriate tissue dose of radiation
corresponding to the cell dose size spectra shown in panel a. Each of
the areas under the four curves in panels c and d represent a single
point on either curve A or B in Fig. 2 (e.g., point Li on curve A in Fig.
2 corresponds to the area under curve E\ in panel c of Fig. 1, which in
turn corresponds to curve Ai in panel a of Fig. 1. Thus, with an
exposure to a radiation of any given quality and amount D, yielding a
z spectrum such as those in panel a, and by developing a function such
as curve C in panel b that applies to radiations of any quality, one can
calculate the expected IE-

3. Calculation of the Expected Incidence of the Single Cell
Stochastic, AII-or-None Effect.

This calculation, illustrated in Fig. 1, is for amounts Di and D2 rads
of radiation, and for a low-LET quality A and a high-LET quality B.
The horizontal axes of all four panels of Fig. 1 have corresponding
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PANEL d

• - Z

Fig. 1 Schematic functions to illustrate the calculation of the ex-
pected incidence of the single cell, stochastic effect. In panel a is shown
v, the hit incidence density (or the number of cell doses for unit cell
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scales and measure z, the specific energy in rads for single hits to the
critical volume (CV) of the cell. The vertical axes for the four panels
are. a) v, the hit incidence density dfin/dz rad"1; b) p, the probability
of the all-or-none effect; and c) and d) w, the effect incidence density
dfj-e/dz rad"', which, under the assumption that D) and D? are suffi-
ciently small, equals dlsjdz rad"1. The u and w scales are plotted with
the same size unit.

Panel a. Curves Aj and A2 are microdosimetric, specific energy
spectra for quality A and for amounts Di and D2 rads of radiation.
Curves Bj and B2 are for quality B for the same amounts Dj and D2-
In terms of hit incidence density functions, designated gn, the equa-
tions for these curves are:

V =

v =

v =

v =

gH.A{z; A )

gH.Aiz; D2)

gH.siz; A )

gH.B(z; D2)

for

for

for

for

AJt

A2,

B,,

B2.

(1A1)

(1A2)

(1B1)

(1B2)

and,

The areas under these curves, given by the integrals from Zo to ZA for
A and Zo to ZB for B, are equal, respectively, to the four hit incidences,
designated HH.A(D\), ILH.A(D2), IIH.B(DI), and HH.B(D2). If the corre-
sponding normalized microdosimetric spectra, i.e., the probability den-
sity functions (or probability distributions), for the two qualities are

dose size), vs. 2, the cell dose size (or the specific energy). The different
letters (A and B) refer to spectra for two different radiation qualities.
The subscripts 1 and 2 for each radiation quality refer to doses D) and
JD2 shown also ui Fig. 2. Zo corresponds to the ionization threshold. 2A

and 2B are mean z values, ZA and ZB refer to maximum z values, for the
corresponding spectra, and ZM is the value of z above which the hit
probability is effectively 1.0. In panel b is shown p, the probability of
an all-or-none single cell effect per dosed cell, vs. the cell dose z. In
panel c is shown w, the expected all-or-none effect incidence density
(or the incidence per unit celi dose of size z), as a function of 2, for the
low-LET radiation A. The subscripts for distributions Ei and E2
correspond to the same subscripts for spectra A and B in panel a. In
panel d is shown the same plot as in panel c, but for the high-LET
radiation B.
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designated fA(z) and fji(z), it then follows that:

gn.A(z;Di)=nn.A{Di)'fA(z)t , (2A1)

gH.A (2; D-i) = flH.A (D2) -[A (Z), (2A2)

g.H.uiz; Di) = im.a(Di) -fn{z), (2B1)

gH.B(z; D2) = imMD2)-fB(z), (2B2)

and the mean hit sizes are given by

£zA = I zfA(z)dz, (3A)

and

fzB

zfB(z) dz. (3B)<-£
In the single-hit range, these me?ns are related to the amount of
radiation (in rads) by the equations

f z A , (4 A)

and

B. (4B)

[Note that D is the specific energy averaged over the entire population
of CV's, both the hit and the unhit, whereas the values zA and Z~B apply
only to CV's which are hit.] Elimination of D from Eqs. 4A and 4B
shows that the ratio of hit incidences for ihe two qualities, and hence
of the corresponding areas in Fig. 1, is the same for any amount of
radiation which is common to the two qualities, and is in the single-hit
range for both, and equals the inverse of the ratio of mean hit sizes,

zB

zA

3 Apart from the use of the subscript here to denote the quality of
radiation, these equations are each equivalent to Eq. Al 2 in Appendix
Al of Ref. 12. In that formulation the subscript 1 was used to specify
that single event dose increments were being assumed, as is the case
here also.
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Panel b. The curve shown is a plot of the cell dose-cell response
function

p = -n{z) (6)

which gives the probability that a cell with a given hit size z (cell dose),
will manifest the all-or-none effect. This probability is zero for hit sizes
less than ZT, rises from 0 to 1 in the range Zr to ZM , and equals one for
hit sizes greater than ZM (assuming that all cells in the population are
susceptible).

Panel c. Curves Ej and Ei are plots of the effect incidence density
functions for quality A which are the products of the functions repre-
sented by curves Ai and A2 in panel a, each times the cell dose-cell
response function TT{Z) plotted in panel b. From Eqs. 1A and 6, the
equation for curve Ei is

w=*grt.A(z;Di)->r(z), (7A1)

and that for E2 is

w = gH.A(z;D2)-*{z). (7A2)

Note that these functions extend only over the interval Zr to ZA. The
areas under Ei and E2 are, respectively,

PE.A(DI) or IE.A(DI), (8A1)

and
PE.AD2) or IE,A(D2), (8A2)

which are the desired incidences of the all-or-none effect for quality A
for the two amounts of radiation.

Panel d. Correspondingly to the above, for quality B, the equations
of curves Fi and F2, which represent the effect incidence density
functions, are, from Eqs. IB and 6, respectively,

w = gH,B(z;D1)-7r{z), (7B1)

and

w**gn,B{z;D2)-ir{z). (7B2)

These functions extend from ZT to ZB, and their integrals, the areas
under curves F] and F2, are equal, respectively, to

or IE.B(DI), (8B1)

and

!IE.B(D2) or IEMD2), (8B2)
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which are the desired incidences of th? all-or-none effect for quality B.
In Fig. 1, the value of z>< was deliberately made greater than ZM, with
the consequence that the corresponding B and F curves are identical
above this value, a situation characteristic of very high LET radiation.

The fraction of hits which result in the all-or-none effect will be
termed the "hit effectiveness ratio" and will be designated e with a
subscript to designate the quality to which it refers. From Eqs. 2, 7,
and 8, it follows that the values for radiations A and B are, respectively,

•I ,(z)•TT(Z) dz, (9A)

and

fB(z)-x(z)dz. (9B)-I
With these quantities, the incidence of the all-or-none effect can be

expressed in a very simple form. Since, by the definition of e, IE.A(D)
= €A-HH.A(D), similarly for B, and since from Eqs. 4 p.H.A(D) = D/zA,
and similarly for B, it follows that

D, (10A)

and

D. (10B)

These equations are plotted as the linear portions of the curves in
Fig. 2. The RBE of quality B, relative to quality A, is simply the ratio
of the slopes of these lines, i.e.,

RBE(BA4) = ( W f f l )

In Fig. 3 is shown the expected incidence, IE, VS. the amount of
radiation measured as effective fluence, <&E- The <!>£• indicates the
number of particles per unit area capable of producing the all-or-none
effect. This plot serves to illustrate an importam property of IE'
namely, that it is directly additive for multiple exposures, either to the
same quality, or to different qualities, of radiation. This is because any
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D, rods

Fig. 2 Schematic plots of the expected incidence IE of the all-or-
none effect vs. the amount of radiation, D for qualities A and B. The
amounts D\ and D2 are shown as being in the linear range for both
curves. The ordinates of the points Li and L2 are equal to the areas
under curves E] and E2 for Fig. lc, and the ordinates of points Hi and
H2 are equal to the areas under curves Fi and F2 in Fig. Id. The
incidence /E equals the risk per undosed cell (as opposed to the
ordinate/? in panel b of Fig. 1, which is the risk per dosed cell).

relevant RBE's are, by definition, taken account of, whether explicitly
or implicitly, in calculating the 1^ values.

4. Evaluation of The Cell Do<e-OII Response Function

To obtain the cell dose-cell response function (Curve C, panel 6, Fig.
1) it is necessary to correlate a large number of microdosimetric spectra
with extensive quantitative cellular radjobiological data on the inci-
dence of an all-or-none effect in the single cell system of interest. For
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B

Fig. 3 The expected incidence, IE VS. the amount of radiation
measured as effective fluence, $E, i.e., the number of charged particles
per unit area capable of producing the all-or-none effect. Curve A is
for a high- and curve B for a low-fluence rate.

this purpose pink mutational events in the stamen hairs of the plant
Tradescantia, described in detail in Section 8, were used. For radia-
tions of a wide range of LET, microdosometric spectra such as those
shown in Fig. 1 were correlated with the incidence of mutated cells in
exposed populations. The evaluation is complicated in that, although
one can obtain the incidence density of dosed phantom cells as a
function of cell dose size (p\nel a, Fig. 1), it is not possible directly to
sort out in the same fashion the data on the incidence of the all-or-
none effect in the exposed cells. Hence, this must be done by indirect
means.

For the different LET radiations, the spectra of cell doses are
overlapping (Fig. 1, panel a), and quantitative information is available
on the relative effectiveness of the different spectra (the wide range of
RBE values, Fig. 9). Hence there are multiple input data on the
probability of an all-or-none effect for any given cell dose in size z,
that can be used.to approximate the desired function shown schemat-
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ically as curve C in panel b, Fig. l.'The closeness of the approximation
to the irue function depends on the availability of accurate data on a
number of radiations M" different LET. Computer analysis must be
resorted to oecause of tne mass of data involved.

A complete analysis will be published elsewhere, and only a prelim-
inary estimate of the shape of the cell dose-probability of an all-or-
none cell effeci, curve for Tradescantia has been made [5, 6]. The
general shape of the curv<; is that shown in panel b, Fig. 1. The curve
must have a threshold (Zo) at or above the cell dose range correspond-
ing to the several eV nece«sary to break chemical bonds. The shape of
the roughly-estimated curve suggests that the threshold may be higher
and in the region of a cell dose corresponding to a few keV/jum in the
ceD CV. T »e fact of subeffect target damage that is nearly or com-
pletely reparable (see Sec tion 8) also indicates that many of the cell
doses of small and intennediate size can only rarely if at all, in
themselves cause an all-or-none effect. It is thus possible that the
higher threshold may be only for all-or-none effects such as some
chromosome abnormalities and mutations, with perhaps a lower
threshold pertaining for reparable sub-effect damage such as DNA
strand breaks. There may be a low probability "tail" on the curve,
which extends from cell doses corresponding to about one keV/jum
downward, and which could be present even in the few eV range.
Better definition must await more extensive analyses.

The analyses to date are sufficient to show that the cell dose-
probauility of effect function can be approximated. Better definition of
its shape must await computer analysis, and probably the acquisition
of additional precise microdosimetric and cellular radiobiological data.
It is expected that the analyses will answer a key question defini-
tively—is the expected biological effectiveness of a cell do'se or 2 of a
given size independent of the type and energy of the single charged
particle that produced it? A related question also involves this inde-
pendence, but with respect to the single or mu'/'hit (with a small At
between hits) origin of that z.

5. The Amount of Radiation for a Given Exposure

In question is the appropriate physical quantity to be used to express
the amount of radiation involved in a given exposure of cells in a
charged particle field. Any one of several parameters that are propor-
tional to each other can be used, such as HH, $>I (i.e., <£/ = \IH/OT), the
exposure time At if the fluence rate <!>/ is constant, or absorbed dose



(i.e., D — nuz = fyizcr). (AS noted, absorbed dose was used in
developing curve C, Fig. 1 only because the biological data were
expressed in those terms).

Since each of the parameters listed above can be used equally well
operationally, the decision must lie in conceptual considerations. In-
volved to a degree is the earlier debate [14-16] over whether the
amount of radiation should be quantified in terms of the more physics-
oriented concept of the radiation source or field strength, expressed in
terms of energy or particle fluence or fluence rate, or in terms of the
more medically-oriented concept of the amount of agent (or its con-
centration) administered to the tissues, expressed as a dose. The more
medical orientation won out with the adoption of absorbed dose in
1954 [14].

The key differentiating factor conceptually and operationally is
whether the circumstances of agent delivery permit one to administer
a predetermined amount of the agent deliberately to the biomedical
entity of interest (i.e., the cell, the organ, or the individual) in order to
achieve a desired degree or severity of a given effect in each dosed
individual, or whether the fact of any agent delivery at all, the amount,
and the consequent type and severity of biomedical effect are inciden-

„ tal to other aims and due entirely to chance or stochastic processes.
For the former, the common pharmaco-medical situation, the conctpt
of dose to express the amount of agent is historically appropriate.
However, for the second or risk situation, conceptually, the amount of
the agent involved in an exposure to risk must be expressed primarily
in terms of the number of charged particles or sources of the agent,
energy, in the environment of the biological entity of interest, and in
motion with respect to the biological entity, with which a stochastic
collision and a consequent transfer of agent can occur. The situation
is conceptually similar to that for other familiar risks [17].

In light of the above, the use of (tissue absorbed) dose is conceptually
appropriate only for HLR and organ effects. It is conceptually inap-
propriate in the context of a single doc J of LLR being delivered to the
individual cell(s), and where it is only the dose to the cell, and single
cell effects that are of interest. As noted earlier, no individual cell dose
of a predetermined size can be administered with LLR exposure.
Although the tissue dose provides the number of dosed cells in an
exposed cell population (through z), it gives no information on the
distribution of cell dose sizes. Also, even the r.iean cell dose represented
by the average tissue dose, because it is likely to include a number of
undosed cells, is not the mean dose per dosed cell (see Section 3 and
7).
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From the above it becomes evident that the tissue (absorbed; dose
with LLR, rather than a useful cell dose(s), actually represents the
amount of radiation in the environment of the cell(s) of interest (i.e.,
the number or fluence, through pm, of charged particles in the exposure
field). In fact it is precisely for this reason that tissue (absorbed) dose
can be used operationally as a surrogate for the conceptually-correct
physical quantity for the amount of radiation involved in a LLR
exposure, the fluence of charged particles, $/. 0/ is appropriate, for
quantification of the amount of LLR exposure for cellular radiobiology
in general, and for radiation protection practice.

6. Estimation of CV Dimensions; Target Size

In developing the functions shown in Figs. 1 to 3 above, the cross
section of the Tradescantia CV, OT, was calculated as follows: From
Fig. 1, panel d, it is seen that curves Bi and Fi, and B2 and F2, come
together at ZM, and continue beyond as a single curve. This means
that at ZM and above, each individual charged particle is effective in
producing an all-or-none effect in all susceptible cells. Thus the inter-
active fluence <£/ above that point becomes the effective fluence <£>£, in
which each particle of <!>/ causes an all-or-none effect. Thus, in this
high-LET region, JE, the biologically-observed incidence of the all-or-
none effect, must be equal to $£ times the cross section OT, or the
probability of this interaction. This cross section also equals that of
the cell CV (i.e., OT is also the cross sectional area within the nucleus,
within which a charged particle must hit in order to have a non-zero
probability of causing the all-or-none effect). Thus

aT = IE/®E. (12)

For Tradescantia, OT by preliminary calculations, appears to be about
5 /im in diameter.

The OT calculated above is the maximum value (i.e., a calculation of
OT using a lower LET radiation would yield a smaller apparent OT,
since the IE per jin is smaller). Although the reason for this variation
is not known in detail, it appears to be related to the fact that a high-
LET charged particle can produce many ionizations per event, (and
hence has a large chance of affecting the molecular target), vs. an
electron that may produce only one ionization during its passage.

Note that this approach to determining the dimensions of the CV
differs from that of classical hit theory (18), in which a a is calculated
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from the fluence of charged particle radiations and the incidence of
effect, without regard to the function relating cell dose to the proba-
bility of the all-or-none effect. Even for molecules there may be a dose
requirement per molecule [19J.

The dimensions of the CV are of course not those of the molecular
target, which must be of the order of Angstroms in diameter. No
assumptions were made in the calculation of or with respect to whether
there is a single target or multiple targets within the CV, for a given
effect. The approach requires no assumptions on this point.

7. Expected Biological Response Functions

As shown in Section 3 above, it is expected from the stochastic
approach that the initial part of the <J>/-cell risk curve (or tissue dose-
cell risk curve) would be linear without threshold for LLR, and that
the coefficient for possible higher order terms may or may not be zero
with HLR. The reasons for the expected linear, no threshold curve can
be seen in the wide range of possible cell dose sizes shown in Fig. 1.
Thus for any given tissue dose, no matter how small, there is a small
chance that an above-(celluiar) threshold, single hit, cell dose may be
delivered, which has a non-zero probability of causing the all-or-none,
single cell effect. The curve is linear because with LLR, the fraction of
cell doses that can cause an all-or-none effect, and the incremental
fraction of cells dosed per rad, are each independent of the tissue
(absorbed) dose, so that the number of cells affected is simply propor-
tional to this dose.

The linear initial curve also involves two different meanings of
"average dose" to the cell population, which must be separated to
avoid confusion (see also Section 3 and 7). Note in Fig. 2 that the tissue
dose, and therefore the "average cell dose", increases in going from
point Li (tissue dose Di) to L2 (dose Dz). This result appears to be
paradoxical because, as seen in Fig. 1 and with single hit kinetics, the
spectrum of cell dose sizes, and therefore the "average cell dose,"
cannot change in going from spectrum Ai (tissue dose D\) to spectrum
A2 (dose D2). The explanation lies in that the apparent increase in the
average cell dose is not due to an increase in the actual mean dose per
dosed cell, which stays constant for any given radiation quality so long
as single hit kinetics pertain. Rather, the increase in incidence, and
the apparent increase in the mean (tissue) "dose" to the exposed cell
population is due to an increasing absolute number or incidence of
randomly and independently-dosed cells, with the same distribution of
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cell dose sizes, in the large exposed population. Thus it is an increase
in the number of dosed cells in the population that increases the mean
Hose to all cells (i.e., dosed plus undosed cells) in the population, and
not an increase in the mean dose/dosed cell as it is for the cell dose-
cell response curve C, Fig. 1. The same phenomenon would also be
expected for tissue doses well above dose Dz, provided the "dose rate"
is quite low (see below).

The presence of a detectable square or higher order term in the
tissue dose-cell response function depends on whether the cell remains
in the field to sustain additional hits (i.e., to allow repair, each individ-
ual (cell) must either be removed from the exposure situation, or left
there with adequate time for repair before additional doses are deliv-
ered). If the cell is not removed, there is an additional probability, with

. continuing exposure, of a second particle-cell "collision" and an addi-
tional incremental cell dose/cell, such that the two (or more) incre-
ments can interact synergistically, or cumulatively, to produce a full
all-or-none effect. For most commonly-encountered stochastic situa-
tions [17], removal of the "victim" is the rule and thus multihit doses
to individuals are rare indeed (but do exist). With radiation, it is not
possible to recognize, let alone remove the sub-effectively injured cells.
Hence higher order terms will be present and can dominate with strong
fields and large exposures (i.e., with HLR). They will be decreasingly
evident and finally undetectable in weak fields (LLR), which allow for
virtually complete repair of subeffect damage before a second cell dose
is delivered.

Thus repair erases subeffect cell injury and returns essentially all, if
not all, cells effectively to a pristine or undosed state. Thus the
"effective average dose" even for cells exposed to large tissue doses,
but at low "dose rates", is the average for a few newly-dosed cells plus
(mainly) cells that effectively are undosed. This is a necessary condi-
tion for linearity.

The relationship expected from the above can be described as
follows;

IE = a$y + /?$? + y$> . . • , (13)

where / is the expected incidence in the exposed population, and a, /?,
and y are constants. If tissue dose is used as a surrogate for 4>/, then
the dose D must be used instead of #/ in the above equation. It is
expected that, even with HLR, terms higher than the square would
rarely if ever be detectable, and that with LLR as defined here the
squared term would not be involved.

The relative contributions of the linear vs. higher order terms would
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also be expected to vary with LET, with the linear term being scarcely
detectable with very low-LET radiations, and the higher order term
being very difficult to detect with high-LET radiation. That the latter
is true is seen in Fig. 4, and also in that, only by means of careful
"combined effects" studies involving both high- and low-LET radia-
tions [20, 21] can the presence of the higher order term be deduced for
high-LET radiation.

8. Radiobiological Data
In this section radiobiological data are presented, in part to compare

responses expected on the basis of the above discussion with those
observed. They are also presented in order to indicate the type and
extent of radiobiological data on LLR required to estimate the cell
dose-cell response function. As noted above, tissue (absorbed) dose is
used as the independent variable because the radiobiological data
discussed were obtained in these terms.

The biological data shown in Fig. 4 follow the relationships predicted
from the statements above. The yield of chromosome abnormalities is
depicted for a number of different quality radiations [22]. The low-
LET radiations show the "linear quadratic" relationship predicted (the
dotted lines, representing the linear term at low exposures, are for
LLR; see below). It is probably only with chromosome abnormalities
that the higher order exponent can be seen clearly to be 2 or more
[23]. This is because chromosome abnormalities can be scored at once
in each cell, and up to high doses, because the results are minimally
complicated by cell death or other perturbing biological influences.
Note that, as the mean LET of the radiation increases, the curvilin-
earity gives way to a linear relationship, as predicted. Note also that
the very high-LET radiation (e.g., stripped O2) is less efficient than are
radiations of lesser LET. This anomalous but common phenomenon,
sometimes explained as "wasted radiation", is eliminated if stochastic
parameters are used instead of absorbed dose (see below).

In Figs. 5-9 are shown results in the Tradescantia system, used
most definitively in this presentation [24-27]. The phenotypic change
of wild-type blue or blue-violet to pink color of cells in the stamen
hairs provide a measure of genetic damage produced by the ionizing
radiations and chemical mutagens used in these investigations. The
evidence is that pink pigmentation is determined by a pair of aUeles at
a single locus and that blue is dominant to pink [26]. A stamen hair
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Fig. 4 Dose-response curves for the production of chromatid ex-
changes in CH2B2 cells after exposure to various heavy ions and x-
rays (the "dose" is to the cell matrix). The dotted lines indicate the
slope of the linear terms for two relatively low-LET radiations, x-rays
and accelerated high-energy helium nuclei (modified after Skarsgard,
et al, 1967 [21]).

propagates principally from the terminal one or two cells; hence the
number of mutable cells/hair is approximately two.

Results for x-irradiation are shown in Fig. 5, in which the incidence
of pink mutant events scored in cells in the stamen hairs (in terms of
exposed and not surviving cells) is plotted against dose [3, 24-29]. A
log-log plot is used to make clear the extent and nature of the data at
very low values of fin, i.e., below 10 rads. The data indicate clearly the
predicted proportionality of dose and incidence at low doses, and the
lack of a threshold for incidence of effect. The frequency of events is
extremely low. The data up to about 100 or more rads can be repre-
sented well by the function / = cxD + fiD2 (the flattening of the curve,
important at higher doses, is not considered here). Note that the slope
of the linear term is 1.0. The slope of curvilinear portion is about 1.5,
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Fig. 5 X-ray (organ) dose-response curve for induced pink muta-
tions in Tradescantia, on a log-log plot to show detail in the low-dose
range. The solid circles indicate experimental points at high-dose rate.
Note that the low dose portion of the solid curve and its dashed-line
extrapolation have a slope of unity corresponding to a Hnear, no
threshold dose-effect relationship. The increased slope at higher doses
indicates that the response involves a higher exponent of dose! (data of
Sparrow et a]., 1972 [23]; Nauman et al., 1975 [24]; Underbrink et al.,
1976 [25]).

but would presumably reach 2.0 or more (as in Fig. 4), if not precluded
by extraneous biological complications at higher doses.

The effect of "dose rate" is seen in Fig. 6, in which are shown on
arithmetic coordinates (upper curve) essentially the same data shown
in Fig. 5. The two central curves with data points represent lower dose
rates than used for the uppermost curve. The lower curve marked
"ax" represents the extension of the "aD" part of the low-dose curve
in Fig. 4. The lowermost curve marked "ar" is analogous to the "a"
curve, and is the linear term for the lower-LET y radiation.

The influence of average dose rate (or exposure time) is seen in more
detail in Fig. 7. A dose of about 80 rads was delivered at progressively
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Fig. 6 (Organ) Dose-response curves for pink mutant events/hair
after x irradiation at 0.05 and 0.5 rad min"1 (combined in one line), and
at 5 and 30 rad min"1. The dashed lines represent the alpha terms for
x rays and gamma rays (from Nauman et al., 1975 [24]).

lower dose rates. The incidence per rad at 80 rads is seen to decrease
progressively as the dose rate is lowered, and the slope (incidence per
rad at 80 rads) is seen to approach asymptotically the (gamma)
incidence/rad at low doses, as seen in Fig. 5. One can thus see that the
lower limit of the incidence per rad at very low doses, seen in the
context of a full exposure-incidence curve (Figs. 5 and 6) involving high
doses and dose rates, is the same as the lower limit of the slope using
high doses delivered at low dose rates.

The linear and quadratic components of incidence (Figs. 5 and 6)
are thus separable equally well, by lowering either the dose or the dose
rate. The "sub-effect" damage of the quadratic component can be
repaired completely and at low dose rates is repaired completely before
it can contribute to a visible lesion. The linear component is without
threshold and shows a definite increase in incidence at small doses
(fraction of a rad), or at large doses at very low dose rates. It is only
the linear component that is used in this presentation.
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Fig. 7 Effect of (organ) "dose rate" on the effectiveness of a single
large gamma-ray dose of about 80 rads for the induction of pink
mutations in Tradescantia. The horizontal line represents the ex-
pected limiting low-dose-rate slope value for 80 rads. Note that the
effect per rad at 80 rads decreases appreciably as the exposure time is
increased and approaches asymptotically the limiting "aD" value for
gamma radiation.

In Fig. 8 are shown Tradescantia results for neutrons of a wide
range of energy spectra, ranging from mean values of 0.065 keV up to
13.4 MeV. Note the linearity of all of the neutron curves at these low
doses. The slopes of all of the neutron curves are 1.0, even though the
distance of the curves from the x-ray linear curve changes (the "RBE"
changes). The "RBE" as a function of the neutron energy and LET is
shown in Fig. 9. The "RBE" goes through a maximum (of about 50 at
0.43 MeV), as noted also in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8, a and b Plots of pink mutant events per hair (minus control)
against (organ) dose for 250-kVp x-rays and neutrons ranging in energy
from 0.065 to 13.4 MeV. Arrows indicate region on the dose-response
curves where RBE is maximum.
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Fig. 9 Maximum RBE for the pink mutant effect vs. neutron
energy.

9. "R8E"

The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) derives from the relative
potency ratio in pharmacology, and involves a comparison of the doses
of two different agents required to produce the same "response". With
LLR, and with linear kinetics, it is the ratio of the slopes of the organ
dose-cell response functions for high-LET vs. the low-LET standard
radiation. With the stochastic approach, however, all radiations are
viewed as a single agent in that all act by delivering qualitatively-
similar cell doses, and differ only in the size3 of cell doses delivered.
Thus the RBE for single cell effects is in effect the ratio of the
incidence per unit tissue dose of all-or-none affected cells exposed to
a high LET radiation that delivers predominantly large cell doses, to
the (smaller) incidence per unit tissue dose of similarly affected cells
exposed to a low-LET radiation that delivers predominantly small cell
doses. Thus RBE simply expresses the axiom that large cell doses
cause greater cell injury, and have a greater probability of causing an
all-or-none effect, than do smau cell doses.

Linear energy transfer or LET, with the stochastic approach, can be
taken literally to be the size spectrum of cell dose(s) received by cells
in the transfer. As LET increases, the individual cell doses delivered
are "packaged" in larger sizes, and the mean and maximum for the cell
dose size spectrum become larger.

To replace "RBE" for LLR, and to express quantitatively the fact
that cell dose size spectra from different LET radiations differ mark-
edly in effectiveness per /XH, a "hit effectiveness ratio", e, described in
Section 3 above, is provided.
_Asuse©B-JB-Figr9; tile "RlffE" vs~ LEfT'goes through a maximum. The

decreasing effectiveness at very high-LET has often been explained,
unsatisfactorily, on the basis of "wasted radiation". The stochastic
approach provides an explanation, as follows:

With increasing LET, both the number of cell doses per rad of tissue
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(absorbed) dose and the biological effectiveness per cell dose are
changing. With lower LET radiations, where the probability of effect/
cell dose is much less than 1.0 but increasing rapidly as the LET (cell
dose) spectrum "hardens", the increase in the probability of effect/cell
dose dominates and the function has a positive slope. When the
probability of effect per cell dose reaches 1.0, however, the effectiveness
per cell dose remains constant but the number of dosed cells per unit
tissue dose decreases rapidly and must dominate. Hence the slope
becomes negative. This seemingly paradoxical behavior is eliminated
by use of O/ instead of tissue dose.

The cell dose-cell response curve shown in panel b of Fig. 1 is grossly
similar to the increasing-slope part of the RBE-LET relationship
shown in Fig. 9, going from high to low neutron energies. One difference
is that the ordinate of one is the probability of effect in absolute terms,
while that of the other is in relative terms. The principal difference,
however, lies in that the RBE, even for the single-hit kir.sties part of
"absorbed dose-response" curves, is in terms of the mean of widely-
differing cell doses, or an average for the entire cell dose size spectrum.
The cell dose size-cell response function is in terms of single values of
cell dose size.

10. The General Relevance of Tradescantia Results

The question of the relevance of Tradescantia or any other single
cell system as a predictor of exposure-response relationships for mu-
tagenesis and carcinogenesis in animals and man, is addressed briefly
as follows: as to genetic effects, it is expected that the cardinal
principles of genetics largely transcend species, and that relationships,
but not actual values, will hold for individual cells as well as for cells
in the animal, including man. That the dose-response and temporal
relationships developed above for Tradescantia most likely hold much
more broadly has been developed elsewhere [28, 29]. In Fig. 4 it is seen
that, for a cytogenetic effect, the general pattern of "tissue" or matrix
dose vs. cell response seen with Tradescantia holds quite well over a
wide range of radiation qualities.

Although direct relevance to carcinogenesis cannot be established
at present, there are reasons to expect that the initial carcinogenic
event, and particularly for LLR, the overall \IH-IE relationships, may
be similar, for some but not necessarily all types of induced tumors.
Similarities between genetic and transformational events occurring in
a single cell clearly exist. There is evidence that several but not
necessarily all, types of cancer are monoclonal in. origin [30-33]. Hence,
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the iniliating event for some radiogenic cancers may well be transfor-
mation of a single cell [33]. It is true that amounts of radiation
delivered at high rates may perturb severely hormonal, immunological
and other factors. Some of these factors may initiate, or may play a
role in the promotion or expression of a cancer but not in its cellular
induction. Perturbations of the normal role of such factors in tumori-
genesis would be inconsequential with the use of LLR d»3cussed here,
and would be most unlikely either to cause or to influence the induction
or expression of cancers of single cell origin. Thus with LLR, the curve
shapes and other relationships developed for chromosome abnormali-
ties or mutations in Tradescantia, and which appear to apply to cell
transformation in vitro and to some forms of cancers in animals [27,
28], would be expected to apply in principle to human mutagenesis,

. and to carcinogenesis of single cell origin.
That the functional LET relationships seen in Tradescantia may

well hold for at least some types of animal [34] and human cancers
[35] is seen in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Note the similarity between
the animal tumor curves for a wide range of radiation qualities, and
the cytogenetic curves (Fig. 4) and the Tradescantia curves (Figs. 5 to
8). In Fig. 11 is shown a curve for human cancer incidence vs. dose, for
low-LET radiation delivered in a protracted pattern (i.e., a few rads
per session, repeated at weekly intervals). Although the precision of
the dosimetry is in question, it is significant that this "linear term"
definitely does not go to zero slope, for this exposure to LLR.

The radiobiological evidence adduced by Rossi [36] for the multi-
cellular origin of radiogenic cancers rests on a plot indicating that the
RBE of neutrons vs. low-LET radiation, for several radiobiological
endpoints including cancer, varies with the square root of the neutron
dose (i.e., a slope of —0.5 is drawn on a log-log plot). Such a relationship
would hold if the neutron dose-response curves are linear and if the
response for low-LET radiations is purely quadratic. If the "square
root curve" for the different endpoints is in fact straight down to very
low doses (i.e., a pure dose squared function for low-LET), then this
evidence would be compatible with a multitarget and multiceUuJar
origin of radiation induced cancer. If the curve becomes flat at low
doses (i.e., a definite linear low-dose term for low-LET radiation), then
the single cell origin of cancer discussed above would be supported.

It is evident that the relevant and critical area in the plot, in terms
of differentiating between the two models, lies only in the low dose
region, i.e., within the linear low-LET response below about 10 or 20
rads of gamma radiation and, for the comparison of equal incidence, a
much lower dose of neutrons. Because the relationship [36] invii /es a
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Fig. 10 The prevalence (proportional to incidence) of Harderian
gland tumors in the mouse, for a wide spectrum of radiation qualities.
Results for ^Co are for dose protraction; all others are single dose.
Although the data are preliminary, there is a striking similarity be-
tween these curves for tumor induction in animals, and those for other
single cell effects in "simple" systems (i.e., Fig. 4 for chromosome
abnormalities, and Figs. 5 and 6 for mutations in plant cells). Data are
from Ref. 34.

ratio (RBE) plotted against neutron doses, the low-dose region for
low-LET radiation is obscure. Most of the data shown are for relatively
high doses of low-LET radiation, and thus are not relevant for extrap-
olation to the low-dose region for low-LET because they represent
mainly a different (i.e., "/3D2") mechanism of action. (Higher doses
could be relevant if the rate of dose accumulation were quite low in
each situation cited, a factor not included in ine arguments set forth
in Ref. 36.) j

Thus the only relevant, low-dose (for low-LET radiation) actual
data in the plot are those for Tradesdantia, lens opacification in the
mouse, and mammary gland tumors in the rat, with only the rat data
being directly relevant to tumengenesis. The Tradescantia data ob-
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Fig. 11 The incidence of breast cancer in women exposed to LLR
(i.e., x-ray fluoroscopy for lung disease, involving up to a few rads per
session, repeated many times at weekly intervals). The overall curve
definitely has a non-zero slope, providing evidence that the lack of a
threshold and a linear term predicted by the stochastic approach
probably holds for at least some human cancers (35).

viously follow the "aD + fiS'z kinetics" described above. The lens
opacification could well be multicellular in origin (i.e., injured cells
produce abnormal and relatively opaque fibers, and it is reasonable
that several such fibers from a number of cells may be required for an
observable opacification). Even so, the actual shapes of the lens dose-
response curves are not known, because, although stages of opacifica-
tion can be reproducibly identified, and thus RBE values fora given
stage are determinable, the quantitative .relationship between stages is
not knov.ii (i.e., it is not known if an arbitrarily-defined "60 percent"
opacification is 2, 4 or 6 times a "10 percent" opacification).

The principal argument for a pure dose-squared response, and hence
the multicellular tumor origin thus rests on the rat mammary gland
tumor data at very low doses. Although a useful tumor system, the
authors themselves [37] have pointed out the unique features of the
system and the difficulties of interpretation (i.e., several tumor types
are usually included in the dose-response curves, the tumor yield is
usually scored early and before the total yield is available, the natural
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tumor background is quite large and can be up to 70 or greater percent,
a nd the overall response is much more consistent with a high "norma]"
induction rate process being moved forward in time, than it is with
pew tumor induction). This tumor alone appears to show a dose-
response function with low-LET radiations (subject to limitations
noted above) that appears to be linear with dose even into the range
of high doses and dose rates, with some but minimal dependence on
dose rate. The linearity may be due to an unusually prominent linear
component with low-LET radiation, or to the known heterogeneity of
the tumors. The higher order component to the dose-response curve
necessary for the RBE relationship shown thus must lie in the neutron
response, i.e., the neutron curve "bends to the right" dearly at doses
in excess of about 10 rads of neutrons. Below about 5 rads or more, the
data are consistent with a linear response, and a curvilinear relation-
ship cannot be demonstrated from the data. Hence, at low dos°s, the
data are consistent with a linear curve for both the high and low-LET
radiations, and a constant RBE at tissue doses below about 5, or
perhaps 10 rads of neutrons.

Thus the actual data presented in Ref. 36 are consistent with the
thesis put forth above in this presentation, and do not demonstrate
either a pure dose squared response at low doses of low-LET radiation,
or a multicellular origin of radiogenic cancer.

11. Possible Applications to Radiation Protection

With the stochastic approach and LLR, the expected incidence, or
risk of all-or-none effects, is dependent only on the total number of
relevant cells exposed, independent of whether each cell is a free-living
individual, or whether the population exists as a constituent of an
organ of one individual, or a population of individuals. Thus, in the
human being, the determining value for the number of effectively
altered cells is the total number of relevant ceils exposed, essentially
independent of the number of persons in which the cell population at
risk resides.

Nonetheless, the total number of cells is "packaged" in units of the
(unknown) number of relevant cells per (average) person. Thus the
"individual" changes from one cell, to a unit number of cells equal to
that in the average person. Thus the incidence and risk wo^id change
from per exposed cell, to per exposed person. The principal difference
in practice would lie in the ordinate (e.g., Fig. 10). Instead of IE for a
cell population, the incidence of affected people would appear. In other
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words, the "biological calibration" of the system would be in terms of
incidence or risk estimates, for cancer or genetic effects in the human
being. Current risk estimates could be used [38, 39], since such esti-
mates are assumed to be either correct values for LLR for man [1], or
upper limits for the true value [40].

A personnel dosimeter or monitor reading for a given exposure,
including one ascribed to a particular individual or organ, indicates
the amount of radiation (in (IH, 0>H, "kerma dose", or absorbed dose) in
the environment of the cells of any individual in that or a similar field.
The reading, with LLR, is not to be regarded as an individual "dose"
or dose equivalent to that particular organ or any of its relevant cells.
Nor does it equate to severity of effect in that or any individual organ
or cell (that is to say, many or most relevant cells in the individual or
population receive no dose at all from all LLR exposure, and essentially
all of the few cell doses delivered are "transient" in that repair soon
restores the cell to its pristine state). The only "effect" that can result
from the exposure is on the population, in terms of a (very small)
expected increase in the incidence of cancer, detectable only in a very
large population (i.e., the severity of the effect lies in the excess number
of individuals with an all-or-none effect of constant severity, and not
in the severity of "effect" in any individual cell or organ). It can be
shown easily that, for most LLR exposure, the probability is essentially
1.0 that the individual monitored, or for whom a "dose" has been
calculated, will not be among the few if any in a large similarly-exposed
population who will develop an all-or-none effect (i.e., a cancer) from
that exposure. In short, an exposure of an individual involving 1 rad of

- LLR is an exposure of a "population" of one person and an expected
(fractional) number of excess cancers equivalent to one person rad,
and not a "dose" of one rad to, or an effect in, any individual.

The same monitoring methods described above for cell populations,
using a cell-equivalent proportional counter could be used for health
physics purposes, to quantify the amount of environmental radiation
and hence risk from an exposure, measured in terms of fx» or <f>/. Thus
the abscissa of Fig. 2, for human beings, could be the same as it is for
cells.

12. Discussion

The advantages of the stochastic approach in radiation protection
and associated cell radiation biology could be substantial. It provides
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fl coherent system in terms of which stochastic single cell effects,
particularly genetic and tumorigenic, can be described. It could sim-
plify radiation protection practice appreciably in that it could eliminate
the need for absorbed dose, Q, and dose equivalent, and permit the
direct estimation of the expected excess incidence and risk from any
exposure.

The stochastic approach provides reasons why, contrary to wide-
spread perception, it is only "HLR organ effects" that are "cumula-
tive". For single cell effects from LLR, the incidence of affected
individuals in a population and hence the risk of the all-or-none effect
for the individual is linearly additive and not synergistic or cumulative.

The question of a threshold or lack thereof in connection with an
agent used in the stochastic or risk mode is in Jarge measure a red
herring. Whenever one uses an agent, including radiation, for benefit,
the use of which entails potentially large doses and serious injury in
case of an accident, one is by definition dealing with potential doses of
the agent (to the individual, and not the environment) above the
threshold for zero probability of serious harm. That (low) probability

t must be accepted for the benefits associated with the use [41].
All such "stochastic uses" of agents [17] could in principle be made to
be completely safe by operating below the dose threshold for serious
harm (e.g., one foot high ladders, autos with maximum speed of 2 mph
or less, flat ski "slopes", radiations of extremely low energy and no
penetrating power). The agent so used would also, of course, be nearly,
if not completely, useless. Of importance to safety is the method of use
of the agent that promises the smallest chance of an accident, and the
smallest mean and maximum dose sizes in case of an accident, but
which will still permit beneficial use of the agent. For radiation, use of
the lowest LET radiation possible, all else being equal, would ensure
the greatest safety. Only complete denial of use of the agent for benefit
insures "complete safety".

The stochastic approach provides a different view of the meanings
and uses of microdosimetry, which has usually been viewed as an
integral p>art of, and fine structure for, the tissue (absorbed) dose. That
is. microdosimetry can be regarded as a complete and much more
direct and informative alternative to the use of absorbed (tissue) dose,
for LLR. In \in one has a relatively simple and direct measure of the
amount of radiation involved in a given exposure (i.e., there is no need
at all for the surrogate, absorbed dose). In [XH one has at once a direct
measure of the expected results of any actual or contemplated ceii
population exposure, in terms of the expected incidence or total
number of dosed cells, and the size spectrum of those doses. Thus one
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has the necessary data to determine, with the aid of curve C in Fig. 1,
the expected incidence of a given biological effect in the exposed cell
population. Hence microdosimetry, rather than a refinement on ab-
sorbed dose, represents a direct and relatively simple measure of the
factors immediately relevant to and necessary for an evaluation of
expected incidence of biological effect.

The stochastic approach and functions developed above may be
applicable to chemical carcinogens and mutagens [7], and they apply
in principle to organ effects as well when the organ dose is delivered
by means of accidental or stochastic processes (e.g., the accidental
deaths tabulated annually, Ref. 17). For such "macro" accidental
effects, in principle, a fin (the incidence of hit or dosed organs of
people) corresponding to a given exposure time At, a fluence of agent
sources 4>; a spectrum of dose sizes; and a suitable analogue of curve C,
Fig. 1, exist. The curve of the accumulated incidence IE of death vs.
At (or }IH) is linear and without threshold. These functions are rarely
if ever considered for stochastically incurred organ effects, however,
because, a) fin and IE are readily determined directly from the count
of victims (i.e., neither the fluence nor the dose, nor a "curve C" is
necessary operationally), b) there is effectively no latent period be-
tween the accident and the all-or-none effect, and c) cause and effect
between the (accidental) dose and the effect usually is obvious for each
individual.

Because the use of tissue (absorbed) dose for the amount of LLR is
now so deeply ingrained, and particularly because its use as a surrogate
for fluence is mathematically correct and operationally useful, one
must consider whether its use should be continued, if the stochastic
approach were shown to apply generally in radiobiology. A principal
technical problem with its continued use for LLR lies in the discrep-
ancy seen in using tissue (absorbed) dose both for 1) the tissue dose-
probability of organ effect curve (commonly referred to as a "dose-
response" curve) having a large threshold and no linear component,
and 2) the LLR tissue dose-cell risk curve (also commonly referred to
as a "dose response" curve) having a linear component and no thresh-
old. Either the discrepancy must be explained, or the use of tissue
(absorbed) dose for 2 above should be abandoned. Explanations of the
discrepancy must of necessity be rather long and involved (see Sections
3 and 7 above). It might be far easier to abandon the use of absorbed
dose for use with 2 above, in favor of a different quantity that would
provide no reason to expect a curve of the same shape as 1.

It is not only the use of tissue (absorbed) dose, however, but the
very fact that the concept and word "dose" is used to express the
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amount of LLR involved in an exposure, that is particularly confusing.
Most people are familiar with the concept ofdnse and size of dose, and
(hat very large numbers of medications administered daily to the
population are generally without observable deleterious effect because
the doses are relatively small or moderate in size. They are also
familiar with ordinary risks [17J, and appreciate fully that exposure to
large amounts of chemical or physica] agents involves a risk of injury.
It is equally well appreciated, however, that exposure and "risk" only
rarely equate to a "dose". That is, a dose and injury are involved only
in the unlikely event of an "accident" in which some amount (i.e., a
"dose" of either a chemical agent, or of the physical agent energy
associated with a physical object) is transferred selectively to the
(rare) individual(s) actually involved in the accident. Further, it is well
known that serious or lethal injury can occur only in the still-more-
unlikely event of a "serious" accident, with transfer of a large dose to
the "victim". It is then well understood and accepted (or tolerated)
that "any amount of exposure in a risky situation, no matter how small
(i.e., a small time interval, not a small dose) can be long enough for a
(rare) accidental encounter to occur, with serious or lethal conse-
quences in the (still rarer) event of a large dose being received".

From "official" descriptions relating to LLR, however, it is difficult
or impossible to categorize the use of LLR as either an exposure
involving another familiar1 "risk" such as that described above, or as
the deliberate administration of a dose to all exposed, with the knowl-
edge that even a very small dose can be serious and lethal. One is said
to be "exposed" to LLR, and to incur some risk. Yet unlike other
familiar risks, one learns that every individual exposed also receives a
"dose'"4 of radiation. Further, rather than only the extremely rare
individual with a large dose being seriously or lethally injured, one
learns that "any amount or dose, no matter how small (and thus any
amount of injury, no matter how small) can be seriously harmful and
lethal". The seriousness of the "small dose" is constantly reinforced
with the admonition that not even the smallest amount, or dose, of
LLR should be permitted without some compensating benefit. From
such statements one can conclude only that LLR must be strangely
and uniquely dangerous, in that the mere risk of an effect in an exposed
individual(s) equates to a dose and some injury in every individual so
exposed, and that even the smallest of doses and effects (injury) can

* The "dose" may be in terms of "dose equivalent," in rem. However,
dose equivalent is also defined [13] as a physical quantity with dimen-
sions of "dose" (i.e., a conversion to incidence or risk is not involved).
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be lethal. Strong admonishments or warnings for such an agent would
indeed be warranted.

In the face of such conflicting characterizations of and dire warnings
about LLR, there is more consternation than comfort in the "reassur-
ance" that LLR exposure is to be regarded as a risk, and that the
chances of "an effect" are to be compared to those associated with
other "similar, everyday risks". A reaction of perplexity and disquie-
tude should be expected, especially among the more careful and "well
informed" readers. It seems unlikely, unless this confusion is elimi-
nated, that LLR will soon he accepted for what it is—another ordinary
risk to be tolerated in ex. nge for a benefit.
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Appendix A

Definitions

To be exposed is the fact of being located in an environment or
"field" of hazardous particles or objects, in motion relative to the
individual, such that there is a possibility of a collision (i.e., a stochastic
interaction or encounter), a resulting dose, and injury. An exposure is
the time period At spent in that field.

The amount of radiation for HLR and organ effects is the energy
concentration in the organ or tissues of interest, or the tissue (ab-
sorbed) dose. In connection with LLR, however, the amount of radia-
tion involved in an exposure is the number of charged particles per
cm2, or the fluence <E>/, in the environment of the exposed cell CV.
Tissue absorbed dose is a surrogate for 4>/.

"Risk" is often used interchangeably with probabiJity to indicate, in
the context of possible health consequences, the probability that an
individual may be harmed as a result of either an exposure or an
administered dose. It is also used more specifically, with respect to
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ns the sum of the product of three conditional probabilities, 1)
' lose will be delivered at all to the exposed individual, 2) tliat

Y" dose will be of a particular size, and 3) that the dose size will
Produce the all-or-none effect of interest.
' Low level radiation exposure (LLR) is exposure in a weak field such
that linear kinetics apply (i.e., essentially all, all-or-none effects are
the result of a single hit). Either the p.H, the rate of /x# delivery, or both

nrc small.
High level radiation exposure (HLR) is exposure in strong fields,

such that multi-hit kinetics predominate (i.e., all-or-none effects are
predominantly the result of multiple cell doses/cell). The \iH must be
relatively large, and the rate of \LH delivery must be high.

A dose is the total amount or the concentration of a physical or
chemical agent delivered to an individual at one time and as a single
unit. The total dose to an individual can be increased either by
increasing the size of the single dose, or by delivery of more than one
dose increment, usually separated in time.

The tissue dose D is the mean dose to an amount of tissue, usually
an entire organ (i.e., organ dose). If a cell or a small piece of tissue is
in a culture medium, then the "tissue dose" is the mean dose to the
cell matrix medium including the cell(s).

A cell dose z is the concentration in rads or grays, of energy in the
cell CV. If the agent is distributed uniformly throughout the organ or
medium, then the cell dose throughout the organ is equal to the organ
dose. If the dose at the cell or cell CV level is non-uniform or discrete,
then, for a given tissue or matrix dose, there can be a wide spectrum
of cell dose sizes. Then only rarely, particularly for LLR, does the
tissue dose equal the dose to any given cell.

An individual of interest is the biological entity in which is observed,
directly or indirectly, the alteration or injury due to a dose. Although
in this paper an individual is a cell unless otherwise stated, it may also
be an organ, an animal or a human being.

Injury is any form of harm or suffering, of any severity.
"Subeffect" injury or damage to a cell is injury that does not alone

cause an all-or-none effect, and which is presumably repaired in the
absence of additional injury.

An effect is a specific alteration, injury or harm sustained by an
individual, of an implied degree of severity.

The severity of a given effect, when applied to an individual, is a
specified degree of injury. An all-or-none effect represents a specified
level of severity. When applied to a population, the severity of an
effect is the number or expected number of individuals with a given
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all-or-none effect (i.e., (he product [AT
(1/K], where 7V0 is ihe size of the

exposed population).
An allor-none or "go, no go" effect is an effect specific ally defined

in terms of observable alterations that either do or do not meet a set
of criteria. It is a discrete measure of the severity of injury.

Organ effects are effects in an individual due to multicell damage
(i.e., injury or death of more than one cell), frequently from severe
depletion of an organ's functional cells. (Also termed "muJticell ef-
fects".)

Single cell effects are effects caused by injury to a single cell, and
observed in that cell or its progeny.

The cell dose-cell response function is the size of the cell dose, vs.
the fraction of cells with the all-or-none affect, when each individual
in a cell dose size gTOup receives the same amount of agent. It is the
single-cell analogue of the pharmacological organ dose vs. the proba-
bility of an all-or-none organ effect.
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Discussion

SAENGER <>r CINCINNATI: Vic, I didn't quite understand when
you went from interactive fluence to effective fluence, didn't that
essentially put the Q back into your equation?

BOND: In a sense yes, although actually Q is not involved at all.
What is done is to determine in effect the number of cell doses and the
spectrum of cell dose sizes for any given tissue or organ absorbed dose
of radiation of any LET, or mixture of LET's. The spectrum of cell
dose sizes, which can thus include those from radiations of different
LET, is then weighted on the basis of the probability of causing an all-
or-none alteration in the cell. In this way it is taken into account that
a larger cell dose has a greater "biological effectiveness" than a smaller
cell dose.

SAENGER: What is interactive fluence?
BOND: Interactive fluence refers to the charged particle fluence, to

differentiate it from the primary fluence of particularly indirectly
ionizing radiations (e.g., photons, neutrons). Interactive refers to the
fact that, in effect, each charged particle interacts as it traverses or
stops in tissue.

ERIC HALL, COLUMBIA: Vic, I was very intrigued by your sug-
gestions this morning. I think I followed most of the argument. Where
I got lost is at the following point, which is the basis of this question.
Consider a "mutation", whether it's in Tradescantia or the first step
in carcinogenesis. If it is a transformation, I think what we're seeing is
a very rare event against the background of a much more common
event which is cell death. As you increase the amount of energy
deposited, then, you're looking at a balance between mutation or
transformation which requires that the cell survive for it to be ex-
pressed, and cell death which is much more likely to occur as the dose
goes up. How does the microdosimeter allow for this situation?

BOND: Your point is well taken. I stated that I am dealing only
with the "aD portion" of the curve. What that means is that I am
dealing principally with very low doses, and at worst I am dealing with
higher doses at very low dose rates. With the low doses, the system is
minimally perturbed by cell death. With the higher doses at low dose
rate, there are more grounds for concern. I believe that here also the
perturbation would be minimal.

One does of course see serious disruptions due to cell death at high
doses and dose rates (the curve bends to the right). If higher doses at
very low dose rates are used, however, that bend in the curve tends to
disappear. In other words, much of the effect that we are seeing at
higher doses and dose rates is due to the /?D2 component—that is,
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